Application story

POS Integrated Network Video Solution
with remote access for the multinational
Zeeman textielSupers Group
The Zeeman Group operates almost 1100 Zeeman TextielSupers in
the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and France. Its formula is
characteristic of high-level uniformity and low prices. Being cost
conscious, the company has such important core activities as buying,
logistics, finding new locations, automation and advertising carried
out by its own staff.

Product:
GuardNVR

Details:
1.100 locations throughout Europe
monitored from the head office

For the video surveillance Zeeman wanted a single wireless camera that could be placed at trouble areas in
the shops. Other cameras needed to function over existing twisted pair cables. To keep costs down,
recordings needed to be done on a back office server supplied by Anker Systems that also handled other inshop activities like stock position transfers.

Integration of back office and NVR functions
Anker Systems tailored the unique WebCCTV recording concept for Zeeman’s needs. A single wireless
camera is handled through a USB 2 port to which a video receiver is connected. The other cameras in the
shops are IP cameras, using twisted pair cabling. The NVR and the back office functions (Lotus Notes
based shop/headquarter communications) were integrated into a single server, handling both
simultaneously. Thus reducing the costs considerably for Zeeman.

Software only NVR
The software approach to Network Video Recording was very important to Zeeman. As a discounter, the
company could not afford to invest into a hardware installation that would soon become obsolete as a result
of techonological advances. The software based approach allows Zeeman to seamlessly migrate to the
latest compression technologies.
The outstanding features of WebCCTV allow an easy integration with a point of sales system. All cash
register actions can be stored synchronously with the video of the events taking place at the cash register.

Maximizing the benefits, central incident handling
Today WebCCTV technology enables Zeeman to handle
the incidents taking place in all the 1.100 shops from its
central head office in the Netherlands. The advantage is
that a shop manager remains focused on sales while an
experienced incident handler spends far less time on
handling an incident.
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